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	Here are the 80 best low-impact day hikes in Northern California, perfect for aging baby boomers, seniors, those traveling with small children, and anyone else interested more in a stroll than a climb.

	

	From hikes just outside of San Francisco to long strolls in the Sierra Nevada, this book covers 80 of the best easy-to-walk hikes throughout the region.

	

	Written in a personal but informative tone by outdoors expert Ann Marie Brown, The Creaky Knees Guide Northern California is a perfect resource anyone can use to explore the beauty of Northern California without breaking too much of a sweat.

	

	In addition to a full-trip description, each hike includes:

	• Clear, up-to-date driving directions

	• Elevation gains

	• Topographical map

	• Mileage and estimated hiking time

	• Trail conditions, effort level, best season, map references, exploring options, access, permits required, and where to find more information.
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Linear Algebra and GeometrySpringer, 2012

	This book is the result of a series of lectures on linear algebra and the geometry of multidimensional spaces given in the 1950s through 1970s by Igor R. Shafarevich at the Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics of Moscow State University.


	Notes for some of these lectures were preserved in the faculty library, and these were used...
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The Demon Haunted WorldBallantine Books, 1997

	It was a blustery fall day in 1939. In the streets outside the apartment building, fallen leaves were swirling in little whirlwinds, each with a life of its own. It was good to be inside and warm and safe, with my mother preparing dinner in the next room. In our apartment there were no older kids who picked on you for no reason. Just the week...
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Pro VagrantApress, 2015

	Pro Vagrant teaches you how to effectively implement and optimize Vagrant in your everyday work environment. Master the creation and configuration of virtual development environments with an easy-to-use workflow, and focus on automation. Vagrant lowers development environment setup time, increases development/production parity, and...
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The Complete FreeBSD, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2003

	FreeBSD is by far the most popular version of BSDÐ’®, the legendary operating system that has contributed a great deal to every version of UnixÐ’® in use today (including Mac OSÐ’® X). Originally a community effort by the University of California at Berkeley, FreeBSD was aimed at making Unix a little friendlier and easier to...
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Organizing and Editing Your Photos with Picasa: Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
If you're looking for an easy way to find photos on your PC, make a few editing  fixes, and then share your images with others, look no further. Picasa,  available as a free download from Google.com, makes it easy to instantly find,  edit and share all the pictures on your PC. Every time you open Picasa, it  automatically locates all your pictures...
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Excel 2010 for Business Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Business ProblemsSpringer, 2011


	Excel 2010 for Business Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Business Problems

	helps anyone who wants to learn the basics of applying Excel’s powerful statistical

	tools to their business or to their classes. If understanding statistics isn’t your

	strongest suit, you are not mathematically inclined, or you are wary...
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